
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Restaurant visitation drivers and deterrents and expected consumer
behavior in 2023

•• Interest in innovation on menus, technology and consumer dining priorities
•• The impact and expectation surrounding value and convenience in the

foodservice market

Consumers will seek convenience, value and new experiences in 2023. After
undergoing years of the pandemic and all-time inflationary highs, consumers
are increasingly interested in dining out where they can easily satisfy their
cravings through unique menu items that offer a balance of health and comfort.
Nearly 70% of US diners expect restaurants to offer better-for-you ingredients,
showcasing their evolved and prioritized health and lifestyle needs. Many
diners are also turning to restaurants to try new dishes and experiment with
seasonal and international/regional flavors, presenting operators with more
opportunities to innovate with LTOs and specialty menus to keep them returning
for more.
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“The foodservice industry will
continue to grow with
consumers’ heightened
interest in away-from-home
dining experiences that
cannot be replicated at
home. While what’s on the
menu is core to driving traffic
in 2023, how brands deliver
on key areas of health and
convenience will be
essential.”
– Pooja Lal, US Foodservice
and Mintel Menu Insights
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• Inflationary pressures to ease in 2023
• Tighter wallets call for both value and premium offerings
• Persistent labor shortages point to need for automated

systems

• Expect upgraded drive-thrus in unexpected spaces
Figure 11: Cutting-edge drive-thrus, 2022

• Next-level elevated convenience will get creative
Figure 12: Next-level convenience, 2022

• Operators will take a stance on sustainability, and then
some
Figure 13: Add EV charging on the menu, 2022

• Brands turn to automation to create efficiencies
Figure 14: Grubhub partnership with Kiwibot

• Convenience is a growing priority among US diners
• Create personalized experiences in 2023
• Meet the mark on value to justify spending

• The future of foodservice takes convenience to new levels
Figure 15: Restaurant ordering, 2022

• Gen Zs, Millennials will drive the rise of modern dining
modes
Figure 16: Restaurant ordering, by generation, 2022

• Refresh with exploration
Figure 17: Restaurant ordering, by area, 2022

• Healthy convenience dominates diner wish lists for 2023
Figure 18: Dining out priorities, 2022

• Generational differences need not be a generational divide
Figure 19: Dining out priorities by generation, 2022

• Even for family meals, parents want “grown-up” experience
Figure 20: Dining out priorities, by parental status, 2022

• 2023 menus should focus on creating new taste experiences
Figure 21: Innovation interest on menus, 2022

• Contemporary palates signal the future of menus featuring
global fusion, cool ingredients
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Figure 22: Innovation interest on menus, by generation, 2022
• Parents seek specialty experiences to elevate AFH dining

Figure 23: Innovation interest on menus, by parental status,
2022

• Bring experience to the table to justify AFH dining
Figure 24: Experience interest from restaurants, 2022

• Live and online shareable experiences inspire Gen Z and
Millennial diners
Figure 25: Experience interest from restaurants, by
generation, 2022

• Urban dwellers seek elevated experiences from operators
Figure 26: Experience interest from restaurants, by area, 2022

• Parents want more than just the food on menus
Figure 27: Experience interest from restaurants, by parental
status, 2022

• Value isn’t measured by price alone
Figure 28: Restaurant visitation and value, 2022

• Lean into personalized forms of currency
Figure 29: Restaurant visitation and value, by generation,
2022

• Enticing promotional offers and special rewards cast the
widest net
Figure 30: TURF analysis – Restaurant visitation and value,
2022

• Online ordering capabilities are tech table stakes in 2023
Figure 31: Technology and other restaurant interest, 2022

• Under 45s will continue to fuel the tech drive
Figure 32: Technology and other restaurant interest, by
generation, 2022

• Make on-the-go convenience a priority for parents
Figure 33: Technology and other restaurant interest, by
parental status, 2022

• Adopt and adapt to the changing consumer needs on menu
and tech
Figure 34: Future of foodservice attitudes, 2022

• Provide multiple channels of convenience to draw in diners

INTEREST IN EXPERIENCE RESTAURANT-BASED SERVICES

INTEREST IN VALUE DRIVERS AND VISITATION

INTEREST IN RESTAURANT TECHNOLOGY

FUTURE OF FOODSERVICE ATTITUDES
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Figure 35: Future of foodservice attitudes, by generation,
2022

• Data sources
• Sales data
• Forecast
• Consumer survey data
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations
• Terms

Figure 36: Total US revenues and forecast of restaurants and
eating places*, at inflation-adjusted prices, 2017-27

Figure 37: Table – TURF analysis – Restaurant visitation and
value, 2022

• Methodology

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS

APPENDIX – THE MARKET

APPENDIX – TURF ANALYSIS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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